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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, we define H-hyper connected spaces in generalized topological spaces with 
hereditary class H and we prove the characterizations of H-hyper connected spaces using 

−µ open, −µ rare and −σ open sets.  Also, we give the relation between −µ hyper 
connected and H-hyper connected spaces. 
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1. Introduction 
In 2007, Csaszar [1] introduced a class of subsets of a nonempty set called hereditary class 
and studied modification of generalized topology via hereditary classes. A subfamily µ  of 

( )XΡ  is called a generalized topology (GT) [2] if µφ ∈  and µ  is closed under arbitrary 

union. The pair ),( µX  is called a generalized topological space (GTS).  The elements of  

µ  are called as −µ  open sets. The compliments of  −µ  open sets are called as −µ  

closed sets. The largest −µ open set contained in a subset A  of X  is denoted by ( )Aiµ  

[1] and is called −µ interior of A . The smallest −µ  closed set containing  A  is called 

the −µ closure of A  and is denoted by ( )Acµ . If  ),( µX  is a generalized topological 

space, then µΜ  denotes the union of all elements of µ [3]. A GTS ( )µ,X  is said to be 

strong if µ∈X . A GT µ  is said to be a quasi topology on X if µ∈NM ,   implies 

µ∈∩ NM [4]. A subset A of X is said to be −µ rare or −µ nowhere dense if  

φµµ =)(Aci . The family of all −µ rare sets is denoted by )(µrΗ . For a subset A of X, 

σ∈A (resp. π∈A )  if )(AicA µµ⊂ (resp. ).(AciA µµ⊂  A hereditary class Η  of 

X is a nonempty collection of subset of X such that HBBA ∈⊆ , implies HA ∈ [1].  

A hereditary class Η  of  X  is an ideal [5,6] if Η∈∪ BA whenever Η∈A  and 
Η∈B .  With respect to the generalized topology µ  and a hereditary class Η , for each 

subset A  of X , a subset ( )Η*A or simply *A of  X  is defined by 
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{ }Η∉∩∈= AMXxA /*  for every µ∈M  containing x [1]. Also, for every 

( )AcXA *, µ⊆  is defined as ( ) ** AAAc ∪=µ  which induces a GTS *µ  finer that µ  

and is defined as  ( ){ }AXAXcXA −=−⊆= ** / µµ [1]. The elements of *µ  are 

known as −*µ open sets and a subset A of ),( *µX  is called −*µ closed if X – A is 

−*µ open. A subset A of X is said to be −Η−σ open (resp. open−Η−π ) if  

)(* AicA µµ⊂  (resp. )(* AciA µµ⊂ )[1]. A hereditary class Η is said to be −µ codense 

[8] if { }.)( φµπ =Η∩  A subset A of a GTS ( )µ,X  with a hereditary class Η  is 

called −µ dense (resp. −*µ dense) if XAc =)(µ (resp. XAc =)(*
µ ). A GTS ( )µ,X  

is called −µ hyper connected [7] if every nonempty −µ open set G of X is −µ dense. 
The following Lemmas will be useful in the sequel and we use  some of the results 
without mentioning it, when the context is clear. 
 
Lemma 1.1. [4, Theorem 2.2] If ( )µ,X  is a quasi topological space, then  

( ) ( ) ( )BiAiBAi µµµ ∩=∩  for ., XBA ⊂  

Lemma 1.2. [8, Theorem 2.1] Let ( )µ,X  be a GTS with a hereditary class .Η  Then 
the following are equivalent. 

(a) Η  is −µ condense. 

(b) *XX =  
 
Lemma 1.3. [3] Let ( )µ,X  be a GTS with a hereditary class .Η  If ,Η∈A  then 

.*
µΜ−= XA  

Lemma 1.4. [9, Lemma 1.3] If ( )µ,X  is a quasi topological space and ,XA ⊂ then 

( ) ( )AGcAcG ∩⊂∩ µµ  for every .µ∈G  

Lemma 1.5. [3, Theorem 3.8] The set ( )Η∈∈− HMHM ,µ  constitute a base Β  

for *µ . 
 
Lemma 1.6. [8, Theorem 2.9] Let ( )µ,X  be a GTS  with  hereditary classes Η and 

S on X. If ,S⊂Η  then )()( ** Η⊂ ASA  for every subset A of X. 
 
Lemma 1.7. [11, Theorem 2.14] Let ( )µ,X  be a quasi topological space and Η be an 

ideal. Then ( ) .**** BBABA −−=−  
     

2. −Η Hyper connected Spaces 
A subset A of a GTS ( )µ,X  is said to be −Η dense if .* XA =  

Theorem 2.1. Every −Η dense set is −*µ dense. 
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Proof: Let A be a −Η dense subset of X. Then XA =*  and so  

XAAAc =∪= ** )(µ . Therefore, A is −*µ dense. 

         The following example shows that the converse of theorem 2.1 need not be 
true in general. 

 
Example 2.2. Let { } { } { } { } { } { }{ }cbacbbaadcbaX ,,,,,,,,,,,, φµ ==  and  

{ } { } { }{ }ba ,,φ=Η .If { },,, cbaA =  then A is −*µ dense and { }.,,* dcbA =  
 
Definition 2.3.  A space ( )µ,X  with a hereditary class Η is called −Η hyper 
connected if every nonempty −µ open set is −Η dense.             
      Clearly, every −Η hyper connected space is −µ  hyper connected. Example 
2.4 shows that the converse need not be true in general and Theorem 2.5 shows that if X 
is −µ  hyper connected space with a −µ condense hereditary class ,Η  then X is 

−Η hyper connected.  
 
Example 2.4.  Let { } { } { } { } { }{ }cbabaadcbaX ,,,,,,,,,, φµ ==  and  

{ } { } { }{ }ba ,,φ=Η . Clearly, X is −µ  hyper connected space. If { }aA = , then A is a 

nonempty −µ open set and { }daAc ,)(* =µ . Hence X is not a −Η hyper connected 

space. 
 
Theorem 2.5.  Let ( )µ,X  be a quasi topological space with a hereditary class .Η  
Then the following are equivalent. 

(a) X is −Η hyper connected. 
(b) X is −µ  hyper connected and Η is −µ codense. 

Proof: )()( ba ⇒  Suppose X is −Η hyper connected. Clearly, X is −µ  hyper 

connected. Let U be a nonempty set such that Η∩∈ µU . Since ,µ∈U  by 

hypothesis, XU =* . Also, by Lemma 1.3, Η∈U  implies that .*
µΜ−= XU  

Therefore, µΜ−= XX  and so φµ =Μ∩X  which implies that ,φµ =Μ  a 

contradiction to µφ ∈≠ U and so .Η∩∉ µU  Hence Η is a −µ codense hereditary 
class. 

)()( ab ⇒ Let µφ ∈≠ U  and .Xx ∈  Suppose .*Ux ∉  Then there exists a 

−µ open set G containing x such that .Η∈∩ GU  Also, µ∈∩ GU  and so 

.φ=∩ GU  Hence ),(Ucx µ∉  a contradiction to X is −µ  hyper connected. 

Therefore, XU =*  and  hence  X is −Η hyper connected. 
 

Proposition 2.6. Let ( )µ,X  be a generalized topological space with a hereditary class 

.Η  Then A is −Η−σ open if and only if there exists −µ open set G such that 
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).(* GcAG µ⊂⊂  

Proof: Suppose A is −Η−σ open. Then ).(* AicA µµ⊂  Let ).(AiG µ=  Then 

)()( * AicAAi µµµ ⊂⊂  implies that ).(* GcAG µ⊂⊂  Conversely, suppose that there 

exists −µ open set G such that ).(* GcAG µ⊂⊂  Then 

)()( ** AicGicAG µµµµ ⊂⊂⊂  implies that A is a −Η−σ open set. 

     The following Theorem 2.7, Theorem 2.8 and Theorem 2.9 give the properties of  
−Η hyper connected spaces. 

 
Theorem 2.7. Let ( )µ,X  be −Η hyper connected. If A contains a nonempty 

−µ open set, then A is −Η−σ open. 
Proof:  Let A be a nonempty set such that A contains a nonempty −µ open set G. Now 

X is −Η hyper connected implies that .* XG =  Hence .)(* XGc =µ  Therefore, 

)(* GcAG µ⊂⊂  and so A is  −Η−σ open, by Proposition 2.6. 

 
Theorem 2.8.  If  ( )Η,,µX  is −Η hyper connected and  µµ ⊂1  is a GT on X, 

then  ( )Η,, 1µX  is −Η hyper connected. 

Proof: Suppose that ( )Η,,µX  is −Η hyper connected. Therefore, every nonempty 

−µ open set is −Η dense. Let  µµ ⊂1 . Let G be a −1µ open set and so it is a 

−µ open set. Therefore, XG =Η),(* µ . Since µµ ⊂1 , by Lemma 1.6,  

. ),(),( 1
** Η⊂Η µµ GG  Therefore,  XG =Η),( 1

* µ . Hence ( )Η,, 1µX  is 
−Η hyper connected. 

 
Theorem 2.9.  Let ( )µ,X  be a quasi topological space with an ideal .Η  Then 

( )Η,,µX  is −Η hyper connected if and only if ( )Η,, *µX  is −Η hyper connected. 

Proof: Suppose that ( )Η,, *µX  is −Η hyper connected . Since ,*µµ ⊂  by 

Theorem 2.8, ( )Η,,µX  is −Η hyper connected. On the other hand , let G be a 

nonempty −*µ open set. Since { }Η∈∈−= IUIU ,: µβ  is a base for 

GIU ⊂−,*µ  for some µ∈U and Η∈I . Now ( )Η,,µX  is −Η hyper 

connected implies that .* X=µ  Therefore, by Lemma 1.7,  

)()()( ******
µΜ−−−=−−=−=− XIUIIUIUIX  

.)()( *** GIUIU ⊂−⊂Μ∩−= µ  Therefore, *))(( GXX ⊂Μ−− µ  and so 

.*G⊂Μ µ  Also,  .*GX ⊂Μ− µ  Hence *GX ⊂Μ−∪Μ µµ and so *GX ⊂  

which implies that *GX =  where G is nonempty −*µ open set. Hence ( )Η,, *µX  
is −Η hyper connected. 
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       The following Theorem 2.10 gives the characterization of −Η hyper connected 
spaces using −µ open sets 
 
Theorem 2.10. Let ( )µ,X  be a GTS with a hereditary class .Η  Then X is −Η hyper 

connected if and only if for each nonempty −µ open sets U and V of X, .Η∉∩VU    
Proof: Let U and V be any nonempty −µ open subset of X. Now X is −Η hyper 

connected implies that .* XU =  Hence .Η∉∩VU  Conversely, suppose that X is 
not −Η hyper connected. Therefore, there exists a nonempty −µ open set U such that 

.* XU ≠  Hence there exists Xx ∈ such that *Ux ∉  and so there exists a −µ open 

set V containing x such that ,Η∈∩VU  a contradiction. Therefore, U is −Η dense. 
Hence X is −Η hyper connected. 
 
Theorem 2.11. Let ( )µ,X  be a GTS with a hereditary class .Η If X is −Η hyper 
connected, then the following hold. 

(a) µµµ Μ=)(* Aci for every nonempty −Η−π open set A of X. 

(b) Every nonempty −Η−π open set is −µ dense. 

Proof: (a) Let A be a nonempty −Η−π open set. Then )(* Aci µµ  is a nonempty 

−µ open set. Therefore, by hypothesis, XAci =** ))(( µµ  and so .)(** XAcic =µµµ  

Also, A is a −Η−π open set implies that )()( *** AcicAc µµµµ =  which in turn 

implies that .)(* XAc =µ  Hence .)()( c *
µµµν Μ== XiAi   

Therefore,  µµµ Μ=)(* Aci for every nonempty −Η−π open set A of X. 

(b)Suppose A is a nonempty −Η−π open set. Then by (a),  µµµ Μ=)(* Aci . Also, A 

is a −Η−π open set implies that )()( * AcicAc µµµµ =  and so  

.)()()( * XcAcicAc =Μ== µµµµµµ  Therefore, A is −µ dense. 

 
Theorem 2.12.  Let ( )µ,X  be a quasi topological space with a hereditary class Η  

and .XA ⊂  Then the following hold. 

(a) )()( * AicAAi µµσ ∩=Η− . 

(b) )()( * AciAAc µµσ ∪=Η− . 

Proof: 

(a) =∩=⊂∩ )())(()()( **** AiciAicAicAicA µµµµµµµµµ )),(( ** AicAic µµµµ ∩  by 

Lemma 1.1. Hence )(* AicA µµ∩  is a −Η−σ open set. Hence  

).())(( ** AicAAicAi µµµµσ ∩=∩Η−   
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Now AAicA ⊂∩ )(*
µµ  implies that )())(( * AiAicAi Η−Η− ⊂∩ σµµσ  and so 

).()(* AiAicA Η−⊂∩ σµµ  Also, )(Ai Η−σ  is −Η−σ open implies that  

)())(()( ** AicAiicAi µµσµµσ ⊂⊂ Η−Η−  and so ).()( * AicAAi µµσ ∩⊂Η−  Hence 

)()( * AicAAi µµσ ∩=Η− . 

 (b) )()( AXiXAc −−= Η−Η− σσ  Hence by (a),  

=−∩−−=Η− ))()(()( * AXicAXXAc µµσ

).()))(()(( ** AciAAXicXAXX µµµµ ∪=−−∪−−  

Therefore, )()( * AciAAc µµσ ∪=Η− . 

    The following Theorem 2.13 gives the characterization of −µ  hyper connected 
spaces using −µ dense, −µ rare and −σ open set.  
 
Theorem 2.13. Let ( )µ,X  be a quasi topological space. Then the following are 
equivalent. 

(a) X is −µ  hyper connected. 
(b) For every subset A of X, either A is a −µ dense set or a −µ rare set. 

(c) φ≠∩ BA  for every nonempty −µ open sets A and B. 

(d) φ≠∩ BA  for every −σ o pen sets A and B of X. 

Proof: (a) )(b⇒  Suppose that X is −µ  hyper connected space. Let .XA ⊂  

Suppose A is not a −µ rare set. Then .)( φµµ ≠Aci  Since )(Aci µµ  is a nonempty 

−µ open set by hypothesis .)(i  XAcc =µµµ  Hence  )()(i  AcAccX µµµµ ⊂=  

implies that A is a −µ dense set 

)()( cb ⇒  Let A and B be −µ open sets. Suppose .φ=∩ BA   Now by Lemma 1.4, 

µµµµ φ Μ−==∩⊂∩ XcBAcBcA )()()(  implies that .)( ABcA ≠∩ µ  Hence B 

is not a −µ dense set. Also, )()( BciBiB µµµφ ⊂=≠  implies that φµµ ≠)(Bci  

and so B is not a −µ rare set, a contradiction to our assumption. Therefore, .φ≠∩ BA   

)()( dc ⇒  Suppose that A and B are nonempty −σ open sets and φ=∩ BA . Then 

there exists −µ open sets U and V such that )(UcAU µ⊂⊂  and ).(VcBV µ⊂⊂  

Now φ=∩⊂∩ BAVU  implies that φ=∩VU  where U and V are −µ open 

sets, a contradiction to our assumption. Therefore φ≠∩ BA . 

)()( ad ⇒ Suppose that A and B are −µ open sets. Then A and B are −σ open sets 

and so by assumption φ≠∩ BA . Hence )(AcX µ⊂  and ).(BcX µ⊂  Therefore, 

A and B are −µ dense sets. Hence X is −µ  hyper connected. 
 
Theorem 2.14. Let ( )µ,X  be a quasi topological space. Let the family of all 
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non −µ dense sets is denoted by ).(0 µΗ  If  X  is −µ  hyper connected, then 

).().(0 µµ rΗ=Η  

Proof: Clearly, ).()( 0 µµ Η⊂Η r  If possible, let ).(µrA Η∉  Then .)( φµµ ≠Aci  

Hence there exists µφ ∈≠ B  such that ).(AcB µ⊂  Clearly, ).(0 µΗ∈− BX  Now 

XBXBBXAcBXcAcBXAc =−∪⊃−∪=−∪=−∪ )()()()()())(( µµµµ  

implies that )( BXA −∪  is −µ dense, a contradiction to Theorem 2.17 of [10]. 

Hence ).().(0 µµ rΗ=Η  

 
3. Conclusion 
The main purpose of this paper was to present −Η  hyper connected spaces in 
generalized topological spaces with hereditary class Η , highlighting the properties of  

−Η hyper connected spaces. The possible generalization is plan to extend the study of 
−Η hyper connected spaces using various subsets of generalized topological spaces with 

hereditary classΗ . 
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